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General Processor / Chipset Intel Pentium M 725 / 1.6 GHz Improved SpeedStep technology, Energy-optimized Seep Cache Memory MEMORY RAM Ram Memory Storage Memory Display Display Display Audio - Video AGP 4x - ATI Mobility Radeon 9000 Hard Drive Input Communications Intel
PRO/Wireless 2200BG Optical Storage Processor Floppy Drive Battery AC Adapter Connections x PC Card (1 free) 2 x USB 2.0 4 pin USB Type A1 x serial - RS-232 - 9 pin D-Sub (DB-9)1 x audio - line-out/headphones - mini stereo phone 3.5 mm1 x microphone - entry - mini phone 3.5 mm1 x
microphone - entrance - mini-phone 3.5 mm 3.5 mm1 x parallel - IEEE 1284 (EPP/ECP) - 25 pc. D-Sub (DB-25)1 x display/video - VGA - 15 pin HD D-Sub (HD-15)1 x display/video - output S-video - 7 pin mini-DIN1 x network - Ethernet 10Base-T/100Base-TX/1000Base-T - RJ-451 x Infrared Mode IrDA1
x - Phone Line - RJ-11 Headline Different Security Lock Slot (cable lock sold separately) Ethernet Network, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, IEEE 802.11b, IEEE 802.11g Intel PRO/Wireless 2200BG Monitor Systems Dimensions - Weight Graphic Controller Manufacturer Adantial Exit Home Operating
System / Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition Adobe Acrobat Reader 6, Dell Media Experience, Microsoft Office Basic Edition 2003, Paint Shop Photo Album (Trial), Paint Shop Pro (Trial) Video Output Graphic Processor Series Video Memory Expansion Bays Service Lock) Ethernet Network, Fast
Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet Monitor Dimensions - Weight Manufacturer Guarantee Essential Physical Characteristics Operating System / Microsoft Windows XP Home Edition , Corel WordPerfect Performance Pack, Dell Media Experience, Drivers TOTAL_SLIDES CURRENT_SLIDE and Utilities, Paint
Shop Pro (Trial) Video Release Video Memory Expansion Bays Service 2) 5.0 out of 5 stars based on 2 product ratings (2)No ratings or reviews yet5.0 out of 5 stars based on 2 product ratings (2) No ratings or reviews yetCurrent slide CURRENT_SLIDE from TOTAL_SLIDES - Save on PC Laptops and
NetbooksThis item does not belong on this page. Thank you, we'll see about that. Laptops and tabletsIf you need a laptop for the home to work and sometimes play, you can choose from two options: a regular mobile computer with a good graphics card or on purpose on the game app model. It is up to
you to decide which one will be better. We only compare two such laptops: Dell Inspiron 1520 and MSI GX600. Over the years, the retailer has appeared quite a lot of mobile PCs of all categories: from affordable spots to productive sevens and stylish and expensive business models. The Inspiron series
was and remains very popular. In particular, the 6400 and 1500 models were in high demand due to the excellent combination of cost and the proposed configuration. The first is based on Intel processors, and the second is based on AMD. That is what has happened only recently. The Inspiron 1520
series, built on Intel's newest platform, was launched. One of the copies of the new Dell laptops we will consider in this article.In a couple to the mobile computer from a well-known American firm, we chose a Taiwanese - MSI GX600. This laptop is in many ways similar to the modern 15.4-inch solutions of
the company MSI, but its belonging to the GX series definitely hints at the game positioning. This is one of the flagship models, equipped with a very good configuration and sold at a relatively affordable price. Dell Inspiron 1520: The closed side of the screen cover is now made of matte black plastic,
which collects a bit of fingerprints. A very well-chosen combination of light grey edging around and the black color of the lid itself. The latter now has a slightly smoother shape in the front and is sharpened in the back. The interior exterior remains light grey with a silver tinge. The slant on the front face has
become smoother. In addition, the space around the touchpad and keyboard seems rather deserted. The updated series looks more serious and solid, which will be useful both in the office and at home. As a basis, it took the case from the main line, used in models both budget and mid-level. The original
it can not be called: a strict black parallelepiped today few will impress. This applies to the back of the screen cover, as well as the case on the right and left of the touchpad. The latter, by the way, has a glossy coating, and it constantly flaunts traces of fingers and wrists. Such coloring somehow
distinguishes the laptop on the general background, but to ASUS G2S it is still far away. In games, it is important speed, not the appearance of the computer on which they run. In any case, the laptop stands out against the background of the grey most series of 15.4-inch models MSI, and enough on this.
Dell Inspiron 1520MSI ноутбукДвухшпиндельный ноутбукПлатформа––ПроцессорIntel Core 2 Duo T5250Intel Core 2 Duo T7300Два ядраДва ядраТактовая частота 1500 МГцТактовая частота 2000 МГцКэш второго уровня 2048 кбайтКэш второго уровня 4096 кбайтЧастота FSB 667
МГцЧастота FSB 800 МГцДва ядраТактовая частота 1500 МГцКэш второго уровня 2048 кбайтЧастота FSB 667 МГцЧипсетСеверный мост Intel PM965Южный мост ICH8-MСеверный мост Intel PM965Южный мост ICH8-MПамятьПредустановлено 1024 Мбайт DDR2-667 (два модуля по 512
Мбайт)Свободных слотов памяти нетРасширение оперативной памяти производится модулями SDRAM DDR2-533 или DDR2-667 формфактора SO-DIMM путём замены установленных планокМаксимальный объём 4096 МбайтПредустановлено 2048 Мбайт DDR2-667 (два модуля по
1024 Мбайт)Свободных слотов памяти нетРасширение оперативной памяти производится модулями SDRAM DDR2-533 или DDR2-667 формфактора SO-DIMM путём замены установленных планокМаксимальный объём 4096 МбайтВидеосистемаNVIDIA GeForce 8600M GTNVIDIA
GeForce 8600M GTЭкранДиагональ 15,4Формат 16:10Разрешение WXGA+ (1280х800)«Зеркальное» покрытие экранаДиагональ 15,4Формат 16:10Разрешение WXGA+ (1280х800)«Зеркальное» покрытие экранаЖёсткий дискЖёсткий диск Serial ATA объёмом 120 Гбайт со скоростью
вращения шпинделя 5400 об./мин.Жёсткий диск Serial ATA объёмом 250 Гбайт со скоростью вращения шпинделя 5400 об./ мин.Оптический приводПишущий DVD-enabled recording of two-layer DVDs Writing DVD with support for recording two-layer discs and reading discs HD DVD
CommunicationsAdapter local network 10/100 MbpsAdapter wireless network 802.11a/g/nModem V.92, 56 KbpsBluetooth 2.0/EDRAdapter Local Network 10/100/1000 MbpsAdapter Wireless Network 802.11a/g/nModem V.92, 56 kbpsBluetooth 2.0/EDR I/OPorts4 x USB 2.01 x FireWire1 x x D-SUB
(similar output to external monitor)1 x S-Video1 x RJ-11 (modem)1 x RJ-45 (network)1 x microphone input1 x headphones1 x cardrider (8 in 1)4 x USB 2.01 x FireWire1 x ExpressCard/541 x D-SUB (similar output to external monitor)1 x HDMI1 x eSATA1 x S-Video1 x RJ-11 (modem)1 x RJ-45
(network)1 x microphone input1 x headphone 1 x audio input1 x cardrider (4 in 1) AudioInbuilt Intel High Definition AudioIn built-in Intel High Definition Audio Audio Device InputClyriature Sensory Panel (Touchpad) KeyboardSensor panel (Touchpad)Web camera-1.3MPSElectric battery: Li-Ion, 6 elements
(5050 mAh)Power unit 90What battery: Li-Ion, 9 elements (7200 mAh)Power supply 120 WS Sizes358x269x37/45 mm358x269x27x22 mmWes22 mmWes2 ,9 kg2.8 kgGarantia1 yearWindows Vista Home PremiumWindows Vista Home PremiumPrice at the time of writingOn about $1200On about
$2000Configuration of the Dell laptop looks balanced and at the same time affordable. The youngest of the latest generation of Core 2 Duo processors, the T5250 is complemented by a performance NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT graphics card. However, the Inspiron 1520 would do well to double the ram
capacity, as well as increase the hard drive capacity to 160-200GB, while not gaining much in price (no more than $50-100). Then it could be called the most optimal purchase to date. And so such a mobile PC is a good choice, but with some reservations. MSI really decided to make the GX600 the best
solution for any case of life. However, life indoors, as not everyone is ready to carry almost 3 kg at all times. 2GB of RAM. But this is not its main advantage. First of all, it is worth noting the NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT graphics card with 512 MB. It is unlikely to significantly increase the productivity, but
the swing on the hi-end is made. But what's most impressive is the presence of HD DVD-ROM drive. Unfortunately, he can't record HD drives - he can only read. But you can burn DVDs and CDs in any quantity. The rest is pleasantly pleased with the variety of corrosien, as well as good communication
opportunities. But for all this have to pay - for such a laptop will have to pay at least $2000. If you stop at the model with conventional optical drive, the price will drop to $1800.In terms of the Dell Inspiron 1520 as an affordable consumer model is nothing special. In the box in addition to the laptop we found
the following: the power supply set documentation CDs with OS and software MSI GX600 pleased more. In addition to the above-mentioned mobile PC, the following components were supplied: Well, MSI for such a package we can only praise. Buying such an expensive laptop, once again you are
convinced that the money spent not only on superconfiguration. The Dell Inspiron 1520 has the same layout as the XPS 1330M. All keys are standard in size, as well as soft and quiet press. You can find fault only with the arrow block, located among the other keys. As for the MSI GX600, it, like all models
made in the same case, is equipped with a layout with a digital unit. Because there's little room for a 15.4-inch laptop, some of the symbols are lost at the waist. So at first we'll have to get used to it. In the first case, it has an average size sufficient to work in a resolution of 1280 x800. The buttons were
stricter than previous models, but the press remained as soft. The MSI laptop touchpad hasn't changed compared to other MSI laptops - it's very large. The scrolling area has just been marked with a special red paint. The buttons have a slightly tighter press than Dell.Dell Inspiron 1520 has just one



additional button. It triggers the default browser. Seven more buttons on the front panel control the media player. The GX600 has additional buttons that call the previously set program, the default browser, and include Turbo mode. This is what the big button of the same name is designed for. After clicking
it, MSI promises a 20% increase in performance. We believe that this mode raises the frequency of the processor and graphics card a little above par. The MSI GX600 on the left found a space for an optical drive tray, two USB, RJ-11 and RJ-45.The right Inspiron 1520 panel is given to optical drive, two
USB, RJ-45, D-SUB, FireWire, Cardrider, and under three LED lights. The GX600 on the right ExpressCard/54, eSATA, FireWire, two USB, HDMI, S-Video, D-SUB and power connectors. The GX600 has nothing at the back except a strong battery and a vent. In general, the MSI laptop has audio and
cardrider in front. First of all, it is worth noting the presence of all modern video shows: D-SUB, S-Video and HDMI. Although for complete happiness definitely lacks DVI (which could well be replaced by D-SUB). In addition, there are eSATA and a complete set of standard ports. It's built on weaker
components that don't heat up as much. Although in 3D tests it was quite hot. The MSI GX600 was warming up a little more, especially under heavy load. However, this laptop is designed to be used on the table rather than on the lap. Yet this is an expensive gaming laptop, and shots and other processes
of gaming life should be heard well. Although to make a complete picture of the environment will definitely need to connect the external acoustics. Inspiron 1520 has standard speakers for its mobile PC class. The colors are juicy and saturated, and the stock of brightness and contrast will last for quite a
long time. The processor-examined laptops are built on Core 2 Duo processors for the penultimate generation. Solutions on the latest 45 nm chips have not yet arrived to us, but the current models 65 nm are quite suitable for most tasks. The Dell Inspiron 1520, as a more affordable solution, is built on a
slower Core 2 Duo T5250 with a frequency of 1.5 GHz. The MSI GX600, in turn, is equipped with a faster T7300 model running at 2.0 GHz. The fastest modifications of this laptop come with the T7500 chip.Both laptops are built on the Intel PM965 chipset. This is the latest generation of Intel's mobile
system logic. You can find a detailed description of it in Santa Rosa: the new generation of the Intel Centrino Duo platform, and here's a block scheme. Today it is the optimal volume. But Dell Inspiron 1520 has two 512 MBBy bars. In general, it is not very small, but for Windows Vista when performing
certain tasks may not be enough.Both laptops memory works in a two-channel mode at the maximum clock speed of 667 MHz.The mobile PCs are equipped with fairly productive modern graphics cards class GeForce 8600M GT. And the volume of video memory in MSI GX600 is an impressive 512 MB.
Inspiron 1520 has half as much. NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GTCode chip nameG84MTechprocess80 nmColic transistors289 millionPotocy processors32Rance PS4.0Version VS4.0 Frequency core 475 MHz Frequency memory bus 128 bit Frequency memory400 (800 MHz) The GX600's graphic core
frequency is slightly overstated relative to the face value. Both laptops offer the same upgrade capabilities. Можно заменить жёсткий диск, а также оба модуля памяти.Кроме того, у Dell Inspiron 1520 доступны целых три слота расширения PCI Express, один из которых занят контроллером Wi-
Fi.Для сравнения с Dell Inspiron 1520 и MSI GX600 мы выбрали несколько ноутбуков, примерно соответствующих их уровню и находящихся в одной ценовой категории.МодельЭкранПроцессорПамятьВидеосистемаCPUЧастота, МГцКэш L2, кбайтОбъём, МбайтТипGPU*Память,
МбайтЧастоты, МГцDell Inspiron 152015,4Core 2 Duo T52501500204810242xPC5300NV 8600M GT256450/400MSI GX60015,4Core 2 Duo T73002000409620482xPC5300NV 8600M GT512515/400Toshiba P20017,1Core 2 Duo T73002000409620482xPC5300ATI HD 2600256500/400Toshiba
X20017,1Core 2 Duo T77002400409620482xPC5300NV 8700M GT256675/700FSC Amilo Xa 152617Turion X2 TL-5618002x5121024PC5300NV 7600256445/400RoverBook Nautilus V77017Core 2 Duo T73002000409620482xPC5300NV 8600M GT512513/400ASUS A8Js14Core 2 Duo
T72002000409620482xPC5300NV 7700512450/400Acer Aspire 592015,4Core 2 Duo T73002000409620482xPC5300NV 8600M GT256513/400ASUS W2Pc17Core 2 Duo T7400216740961024PC5300ATI X1700256440/465ASUS Lamborghini VX2S15 ,4Core 2 Duo
T7500220040409620482xPC5300NV 8600M GT512450/400 Inspiron 15203552370632826213781MSI GX60044805092416441117212Toshiba P2004930522943833945005shiba To X20026661264888816887FSC Amilo Xa 152633348319730183018301837RoverBook Nautilus
V77044444357743934115358383US A8Js47195096398540014197Acer Aspire 5920519551114112452152152829244584214143793819ASUS Lamborghini VX2S46385471463341153032B performance plan as expected MSI GX600 performed well. In PCMark 2005, it lags slightly behind laptops with a
faster processor. But the Dell Inspiron 1520 took almost the last place, Model3DMark'013DMark'06ScoreScoreSM2.0SM3.0CPUDell Inspiron 1520159323470156814361306MSI GX600231013989167914741716Toshiba P20016224338910631545175Toshiba Amilo Xa
15261239823059438966RoverBook Nautilus V7702118181369815161688ASUS A8Js22014296115910891705Acer Aspire 5920197383565143513281748ASUS W2Pc2135924758649631880ASUS Lamborghini VX2S21945365714491359191919 in synthetic 3D graphics tests both laptops have
performed very well, especially the GX600. It is only slightly behind the leader in the face of the Toshiba Satellite X200, built on a faster processor and graphics card. The Dell 1520 was behind what was expected, it is also written off for lower graphics card frequencies and processor. Doom
3Model640x480800x6001024x768Dell Inspiron 1520120,5116,0101,2MSI GX600161,5142,7116,7116,2MSI GX600161,5142,7116,7116,0116 3Toshiba P200122,4107,281,8Toshiba X200129,9128,9106,1FSC Amilo Xa 1526108,9105,593.2RoverBook Nautilus V770146,8123,9117,1ASUS
A8Js155,3130,6105,5Acer Aspire 5920135,2112,285,2AS US W2Pc113,682,758,4ASUS Lamborghini VX2S154,7129,3120.2B Doom 3 performed very well msi GX600, especially in the resolution 640x480. The Dell Inspiron 1520 is generally also good, especially in higher resolutions, where the reliance
on the processor is not so great. The Dell Inspiron 1520 is equipped with a standard battery of 56Wh (5050 mAh; 11.1 B). But the MSI GX600 is equipped to the fullest - its battery capacity is 79.92 Wh (7200 mAh; Power supplies in the laptops under consideration are also not the weakest: 90 W (19.5 B;
4.62 A) at Dell Inspiron 1520 and 120 W (19 B; 6.30 A) y MSI GX600.ModelBaareaTime work, min.mAhVWh BE Reader'sDVDDell Inspiron 1520505011,156,002411146MSI GX600720011,179,92211124Toshiba P200400010,843,2013993Toshiba X200600010 ,864,80186133FSC Amilo Xa
1526440011,148,8412192RoverBook Nautilus V770440010,847,52116104ASUS A8Js480011,153,28195129Acer Aspire 5920480014,871,04284201ASUS W2Pc520014,474.88179119ASUS Lamborghini VX2S520014,961819136What concerns battery life, the high performance of the GX600 played a
negative role here: very despite the battery life laptop was able to work only three and a half hours in reading mode and two hours at With its battery, you could expect a result at the level of four or even five hours of work without recharging. Dell Inspiron 1520 in this respect looks more profitable - without
an outlet it will be able to hold out for up to four hours at low load, or it is quite possible to watch a film of almost any duration.Both of the reviewed laptops have shown themselves to be good solutions in their categories. The Dell Inspiron 1520, which has a new, very nice design, provides a good balance
of price, configuration and performance. Although we believe that some of its components could be improved. For such a laptop is not sorry to pay more than $2000. Although in this case we are talking about a model with HD DVD drive. If you don't need the last one, you can save a few hundred dollars
without losing your speed. Of the drawbacks can be noted poor layout of the keyboard. But the GX600 delivery kit is above all praise. Dell Inspiron 1520DoutsenEdtupsupsupined configuration Small volume of hard drive and RAMStylous designMelny flaws in keyboard layoutOn poor battery life for its
classPlaces low performanceTo-poor balance price and configurationSty design Poor battery life for its classOny balance price and configurationMSI GX600DoutsunityUnutsunsEachful configuration for its costGres in keyboard layoutHth performanceOnably low battery lifeHD drive HIGH price on DVD
HD DVD(D-SUB, S-Video, HDMI) dell inspiron 6000. dell inspiron 600m. dell inspiron 6000 drivers. dell inspiron 6000 price. dell inspiron 6000 battery. dell inspiron 6000 charger. dell inspiron 600m specs. dell inspiron 6000 hard drive
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